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Chemistry in Context for Cambridge International AS & A Level - Graham Hill 2017-03-09
The ever-popular Chemistry In Context resource has been updated by the experienced author team to
provide chemistry students with a comprehensive and dependable textbook for their studies, regardless of
syllabus. Mapped to the latest Cambridge AS & A Level Chemistry syllabus (9701), this text supports
students with its stretching, problem-solving approach. It helps foster long-term performance in chemistry,
as well as building students' confidence for their upcoming examinations. The practical approach helps to
make chemistry meaningful and contextual, building foundations for further education.
Cambridge International AS & A Level Biology Practical Workbook - Mary Jones 2020-04-30
This practical write-in workbook is the perfect companion for the coursebook. It contains step-by-step
guided investigations and practice questions for Cambridge International AS & A Level Biology teachers
and students. Through practical investigation, it provides opportunities to develop skills- planning,
identifying equipment, creating hypotheses, recording results, analysing data, and evaluating. The
workbook is ideal for teachers who find running practical experiments difficult due to lack of time,
resources or support. Sample data- if students can't do the experiments themselves - and answers to the
questions are in the teacher's resource.
Cambridge IGCSE® Biology Coursebook with CD-ROM - Mary Jones 2014-07-31
This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Biology syllabus (0610) is fully
updated for the revised syllabus for first examination from 2016. Written by an experienced teacher and
examiner, Cambridge IGCSE Biology Coursebook with CD-ROM gives comprehensive and accessible
coverage of the syllabus content. Suggestions for practical activities are included, designed to help develop
the required experimental skills, with full guidance included on the CD-ROM. Study tips throughout the
text, exam-style questions at the end of each chapter and a host of revision and practice material on the CDROM are designed to help students prepare for their examinations. Answers to the exam-style questions in
the Coursebook are provided on the CD-ROM.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Biology Revision Guide - John Adds 2016-11-24
A revision guide tailored to the AS and A Level Biology syllabus (9700) for first examination in 2016. This
Revision Guide offers support for students as they prepare for their AS and A Level Biology (9700) exams.
Containing up-to-date material that matches the syllabus for examination from 2016, and packed full of
guidance such as Worked Examples, Tips and Progress Check questions throughout to help students to
hone their revision and exam technique and avoid common mistakes. These features have been specifically
designed to help students apply their knowledge in exams. Written in a clear and straightforward tone, this
Revision Guide is perfect for international learners.
Approaches to Learning and Teaching Science - Mark Winterbottom 2017-10-19
A subject-specific guide for teachers to supplement professional development and provide resources for
lesson planning. Approaches to learning and teaching Science is the result of close collaboration between
Cambridge University Press and Cambridge International Examinations. Considering the local and global
contexts when planning and teaching an international syllabus, the title presents ideas for Science with
practical examples that help put theory into context. Teachers can download online tools for lesson
planning from our website. This book is ideal support for those studying professional development
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qualifications or international PGCEs.
Biology in Context for Cambridge International as & a Level Student Book - Glen Toole 2017
Mapped to the latest Cambridge A Level Biology syllabus (9700), this comprehensive resource supports
students with its stretching, problem solving approach. It helps foster long-term performance in science, as
well as building their confidence for the Cambridge examinations. The practical approach helps to make
science meaningful, so it is ideal for students planning to study science at university. Includes support for
the new Key Concepts - developing Cambridge students' subject knowledge and encouraging them to make
links between topics.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Biology Coursebook with CD-ROM - Mary Jones 2014-08-28
Fully revised and updated content matching the Cambridge International AS & A Level Biology syllabus
(9700). Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, the Fourth edition of the AS/A Level Biology
Coursebook comprehensively covers all the knowledge and skills students need during the Biology 9700
course (first examination 2016). Written by renowned experts in Biology teaching, the text is written in an
accessible style with international learners in mind. The Coursebook is easy to navigate with colour-coded
sections to differentiate between AS and A Level content. Self-assessment questions allow learners to track
their progression and exam-style questions help learners to prepare thoroughly for their examinations.
Contemporary contexts are discussed throughout enhancing the relevance and interest for learners.
Biology in the Nineteenth Century - William Coleman 1977
Essential themes in the development of the life sciences during the nineteenth century.
The Choanoflagellates - Barry S. C. Leadbeater 2015-01-08
A unique account of the biology, ecology and evolution of choanoflagellates - the closest, known, living,
unicellular relatives of animals.
Human Evolutionary Biology - Michael P. Muehlenbein 2010-07-29
Wide-ranging and inclusive, this text provides an invaluable review of an expansive selection of topics in
human evolution, variation and adaptability for professionals and students in biological anthropology,
evolutionary biology, medical sciences and psychology. The chapters are organized around four broad
themes, with sections devoted to phenotypic and genetic variation within and between human populations,
reproductive physiology and behavior, growth and development, and human health from evolutionary and
ecological perspectives. An introductory section provides readers with the historical, theoretical and
methodological foundations needed to understand the more complex ideas presented later. Two hundred
discussion questions provide starting points for class debate and assignments to test student
understanding.
Modern Statistics for Modern Biology - SUSAN. HUBER HOLMES (WOLFGANG.) 2018
Cambridge International AS and A Level Business Coursebook with CD-ROM - Peter Stimpson 2014-10-16
This revised set of resources for Cambridge International AS and A Level Business syllabus (9609) is
thoroughly updated for the latest version of the curriculum. Written by experienced authors, the
Coursebook provides comprehensive coverage of the syllabus. Accessible language combined with the
clear, visually-stimulating layout makes this an ideal resource for the course. Questions and explanation of
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key terms reinforce knowledge; different kinds of activities build application, analytical and evaluation
skills; and case studies contextualise the content making it relevant to international learners. It provides
thorough examination support for all papers with exam-style questions with each chapter and an extensive
Paper 3 style case study with each unit. The student CD-ROM contains revision aids, further questions and
activities. A Teacher's CD-ROM is also available.
Biology in Context - Glenn Toole 2015-06-19
Covering the latest Cambridge A Level Biology syllabus (9700), this digital resource supports advanced
science skills. It helps build long-term performance, as well as supporting confidence for the Cambridge
exams. The practical approach helps to make science meaningful - ideal for students planning to study
science at university.
Biology for the IB Diploma Coursebook - Brenda Walpole 2011-03-24
This text offers an in-depth analysis of all topics covered in the IB syllabus, preparing students with the
skills needed to succeed in the examination. Features include: clearly stated learning objectives at the start
of each section; quick questions throughout each chapter and accessible language for students at all levels.
Patterns of Human Growth - Barry Bogin 1999-05-06
A revised edition of an established text on human growth and development from an anthropological and
evolutionary perspective.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Chemistry Coursebook with CD-ROM - Lawrie Ryan 2014-07-31
Fully revised and updated content matching the Cambridge International AS & A Level Chemistry syllabus
(9701). Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations, the Second edition of the AS/A Level
Chemistry Coursebook comprehensively covers all the knowledge and skills students need for AS/A Level
Chemistry 9701 (first examination 2016). Written by renowned experts in Chemistry, the text is written in
an accessible style with international learners in mind. The Coursebook is easy to navigate with colourcoded sections to differentiate between AS and A Level content. Self-assessment questions allow learners to
track their progression and exam-style questions help learners to prepare thoroughly for their
examinations. Contemporary contexts and applications are discussed throughout enhancing the relevance
and interest for learners.
Experimental Design and Data Analysis for Biologists - Gerry P. Quinn 2002-03-21
An essential textbook for any student or researcher in biology needing to design experiments, sample
programs or analyse the resulting data. The text begins with a revision of estimation and hypothesis testing
methods, covering both classical and Bayesian philosophies, before advancing to the analysis of linear and
generalized linear models. Topics covered include linear and logistic regression, simple and complex
ANOVA models (for factorial, nested, block, split-plot and repeated measures and covariance designs), and
log-linear models. Multivariate techniques, including classification and ordination, are then introduced.
Special emphasis is placed on checking assumptions, exploratory data analysis and presentation of results.
The main analyses are illustrated with many examples from published papers and there is an extensive
reference list to both the statistical and biological literature. The book is supported by a website that
provides all data sets, questions for each chapter and links to software.
Cambridge International AS & A Level Biology Student's Book 2nd edition - C. J. Clegg 2020-05-04
This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full syllabus for
examination from 2022. Confidently navigate the updated Cambridge International AS & A Level Biology
(9700) syllabus with a structured approach ensuring that the link between theory and practice is
consolidated, scientific skills are applied, and analytical skills developed. - Enable students to monitor and
build progress with short 'self-assessment' questions throughout the student text, with answers at the back
of the book, so students can check their understanding as they work their way through the chapters. - Build
scientific communication skills and vocabulary in written responses with a variety of exam-style questions. Encourage understanding of historical context and scientific applications with extension boxes in the
student text. - Have confidence that lessons cover the syllabus completely with a free Scheme of Work
available online. - Provide additional practice with the accompanying write-in Practical Skills Workbooks,
which once completed, can also be used to recap learning for revision.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Biology - C. J. Clegg 2015-01-30
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This title covers the entire syllabus for Cambridge International Examinations' International AS and A Level
Biology (9700). It is divided into separate sections for AS and A Level making it ideal for students studying
both the AS and the A Level and also those taking the AS examinations at the end of their first year. Explains difficult concepts using language that is appropriate for students around the world - Provides
practice throughout the course with carefully selected past paper questions at the end of each chapter We
are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain endorsement for this title.
AQA Biology: A Level Year 1 and AS - Glenn Toole 2016-02-18
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying: Exam Board: AQA Level: AS Level Subject:
Biology First teaching: September 2015 First exams: June 2016 Fully revised and updated for the new
linear qualification, written and checked by curriculum and specification experts, this Student Book
supports and extends students through the new course whilst delivering the maths, practical and synoptic
skills needed to succeed in the new A Levels and beyond. The book uses clear straightforward explanations
to develop true subject knowledge and allow students to link ideas together while developing essential
exam skills.
Biology, Religion, and Philosophy - Michael Peterson 2021-04-08
A comprehensive and accessible survey of the major issues at the biology-religion interface.
Cambridge IGCSE® Co-Ordinated Sciences Biology: Student Book - Sue Kearsey 2017-03
Collins Cambridge IGCSE® Co-ordinated Sciences Biology provides full coverage of all core and extended
topics in the new syllabus. Carefully developed features including Science in Context, questions, Science
Links and more allowing students to build firm scientific knowledge, develop practical skills and approach
exams with confidence.
Cambridge O Level Biology - D. G. Mackean 2021-05-25
We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education to gain endorsement for this
forthcoming title.
The Development of Animal Form - Alessandro Minelli 2003-03-03
Contemporary research in the field of evolutionary developmental biology, or 'evo-devo', has to date been
predominantly devoted to interpreting basic features of animal architecture in molecular genetics terms.
Considerably less time has been spent on the exploitation of the wealth of facts and concepts available from
traditional disciplines, such as comparative morphology, even though these traditional approaches can
continue to offer a fresh insight into evolutionary developmental questions. The Development of Animal
Form aims to integrate traditional morphological and contemporary molecular genetic approaches and to
deal with post-embryonic development as well. This approach leads to unconventional views on the basic
features of animal organization, such as body axes, symmetry, segments, body regions, appendages and
related concepts. This book will be of particular interest to graduate students and researchers in
evolutionary and developmental biology, as well as to those in related areas of cell biology, genetics and
zoology.
Consanguinity in Context - Alan H. Bittles 2012-05-24
An essential guide to this major contemporary issue, Consanguinity in Context is a uniquely comprehensive
account of intra-familial marriage. Detailed information on past and present religious, social and legal
practices and prohibitions is presented as a backdrop to the preferences and beliefs of the 1100+ million
people in consanguineous unions. Chapters on population genetics, and the role of consanguinity in
reproductive behaviour and genetic variation, set the scene for critical analyses of the influence of
consanguinity on health in the early years of life. The discussion on consanguinity and disorders of
adulthood is the first review of its kind and is particularly relevant given the ageing of the global
population. Incest is treated as a separate issue, with historical and present-day examples examined. The
final three chapters deal in detail with practical issues, including genetic testing, education and
counselling, national and international legislation and imperatives, and the future of consanguineous
marriage worldwide.
Cambridge IGCSE® Biology Practical Workbook - Matthew Broderick 2016-01-04
This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Biology syllabus (0610) is fully
updated for the revised syllabus for first examination from 2016. Written by an experienced teacher who is
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passionate about practical skills, the Cambridge IGCSE® Biology Practical Workbook makes it easier to
incorporate practical work into lessons. This Workbook provides interesting and varied practical
investigations for students to carry out safely, with guided exercises designed to develop the essential skills
of handling data, planning investigations, analysis and evaluation. Exam-style questions for each topic offer
novel scenarios for students to apply their knowledge and understanding, and to help them to prepare for
their IGCSE Biology paper 5 or paper 6 examinations.
Exam Success in Biology for Cambridge as & a Level - Richard Fosbery 2018-04-26
Focused on grade improvement, this Exam Success Guide thoroughly prepares students for assessment,
raising attainment levels in Cambridge International AS & A Level examinations and beyond. The guide
includes sample questions and answers, examiner tips and practical advice, including detailed guidance on
examination criteria, bringing clarity and focus to exam preparation.
Quantitative Bioimaging - Raimund J. Ober 2020-12-15
Quantitative bioimaging is a broad interdisciplinary field that exploits tools from biology, chemistry, optics,
and statistical data analysis for the design and implementation of investigations of biological processes.
Instead of adopting the traditional approach of focusing on just one of the component disciplines, this
textbook provides a unique introduction to quantitative bioimaging that presents all of the disciplines in an
integrated manner. The wide range of topics covered include basic concepts in molecular and cellular
biology, relevant aspects of antibody technology, instrumentation and experimental design in fluorescence
microscopy, introductory geometrical optics and diffraction theory, and parameter estimation and
information theory for the analysis of stochastic data. Key Features: Comprises four parts, the first of which
provides an overview of the topics that are developed from fundamental principles to more advanced levels
in the other parts. Presents in the second part an in-depth introduction to the relevant background in
molecular and cellular biology and in physical chemistry, which should be particularly useful for students
without a formal background in these subjects. Provides in the third part a detailed treatment of
microscopy techniques and optics, again starting from basic principles. Introduces in the fourth part
modern statistical approaches to the determination of parameters of interest from microscopy data, in
particular data generated by single molecule microscopy experiments. Uses two topics related to protein
trafficking (transferrin trafficking and FcRn-mediated antibody trafficking) throughout the text to motivate
and illustrate microscopy techniques. An online appendix providing the background and derivations for
various mathematical results presented or used in the text is available at
http://www.routledge.com/9781138598980.
Cambridge International AS and A Level Biology Workbook with CD-ROM - Mary Jones 2016-05-26
Fully revised and updated content matching the Cambridge International AS & A Level Biology syllabus
(9700). The Cambridge International AS and A Level Biology Workbook with CD-ROM supports students to
hone the essential skills of handling data, evaluating information and problem solving through a varied
selection of relevant and engaging exercises and exam-style questions. The Workbook is endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations for Learner Support. Student-focused scaffolding is provided at
relevant points and gradually reduced as the Workbook progresses, to promote confident, independent
learning. Answers to all exercises and exam-style questions are provided on the CD-ROM for students to
use to monitor their own understanding and track their progress through the course.
The Art of Failure - Jesper Juul 2013-02-22
An exploration of why we play video games despite the fact that we are almost certain to feel unhappy
when we fail at them. We may think of video games as being "fun," but in The Art of Failure, Jesper Juul
claims that this is almost entirely mistaken. When we play video games, our facial expressions are rarely
those of happiness or bliss. Instead, we frown, grimace, and shout in frustration as we lose, or die, or fail to
advance to the next level. Humans may have a fundamental desire to succeed and feel competent, but game
players choose to engage in an activity in which they are nearly certain to fail and feel incompetent. So why
do we play video games even though they make us unhappy? Juul examines this paradox. In video games, as
in tragic works of art, literature, theater, and cinema, it seems that we want to experience unpleasantness
even if we also dislike it. Reader or audience reaction to tragedy is often explained as catharsis, as a
purging of negative emotions. But, Juul points out, this doesn't seem to be the case for video game players.
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Games do not purge us of unpleasant emotions; they produce them in the first place. What, then, does
failure in video game playing do? Juul argues that failure in a game is unique in that when you fail in a
game, you (not a character) are in some way inadequate. Yet games also motivate us to play more, in order
to escape that inadequacy, and the feeling of escaping failure (often by improving skills) is a central
enjoyment of games. Games, writes Juul, are the art of failure: the singular art form that sets us up for
failure and allows us to experience it and experiment with it. The Art of Failure is essential reading for
anyone interested in video games, whether as entertainment, art, or education.
Cambridge IGCSE: Biology. Teacher's resource. Per le Scuole superiori Biological Sequence Analysis - Richard Durbin 1998-04-23
Probabilistic models are becoming increasingly important in analysing the huge amount of data being
produced by large-scale DNA-sequencing efforts such as the Human Genome Project. For example, hidden
Markov models are used for analysing biological sequences, linguistic-grammar-based probabilistic models
for identifying RNA secondary structure, and probabilistic evolutionary models for inferring phylogenies of
sequences from different organisms. This book gives a unified, up-to-date and self-contained account, with a
Bayesian slant, of such methods, and more generally to probabilistic methods of sequence analysis. Written
by an interdisciplinary team of authors, it aims to be accessible to molecular biologists, computer scientists,
and mathematicians with no formal knowledge of the other fields, and at the same time present the state-ofthe-art in this new and highly important field.
Biophysics - Patrick F. Dillon 2012-01-19
They are each directed toward the understanding of a biological principle, with a particular emphasis on
human biology.
The Biology of Reproduction - Giuseppe Fusco 2019-10-10
A look into the phenomena of sex and reproduction in all organisms, taking an innovative, unified and
comprehensive approach.
Epidemic Modelling - D. J. Daley 2001-05-28
This is a general introduction to the mathematical modelling of diseases.
Cambridge IGCSE® Biology Workbook - Mary Jones 2014-08-07
This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Biology syllabus (0610) is fully
updated for the revised syllabus for first examination from 2016. Written by an experienced teacher and
examiner, Cambridge IGCSE Biology Workbook helps students build the skills required in both their theory
and practical examinations. The exercises in this write-in workbook help to consolidate understanding and
get used to using knowledge in new situations, develop information handling and problem solving skills,
and develop experimental skills including planning investigations and interpreting results. This accessible
book encourages students to engage with the material. The answers to the exercises can be found on the
Teacher's Resource CD-ROM.
The Zoologist's Guide to the Galaxy - Arik Kershenbaum 2022-03-15
A wildly fun and scientifically sound exploration of what alien life must be like Scientists are confident that
life exists elsewhere in the universe. Yet rather than taking a realistic approach to what aliens might be
like, we imagine that life on other planets is the stuff of science fiction. The time has come to abandon our
fantasies of space invaders and movie monsters and place our expectations on solid scientific footing. Using
his own expert understanding of life on Earth and Darwin's theory of evolution--which applies throughout
the universe--Cambridge zoologist Dr. Arik Kershenbaum explains what alien life must be like: how these
creatures will move, socialize, and communicate. Might there be an alien planet with supersonic animals? A
moon where creatures have a language composed of smells? Will aliens scream with fear, act honestly, or
have technology? The Zoologist's Guide to the Galaxy answers these questions using the latest science to
tell the story of how life really works, on Earth and in space.
Quantum Computation and Quantum Information - Michael A. Nielsen 2000-10-23
First-ever comprehensive introduction to the major new subject of quantum computing and quantum
information.
Biological Control - George E. Heimpel 2017-04-03
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Nuclear Age, its power amplified by the centuries-old theistic resonance of the book of life metaphor. Yet,
as the author points out, these are just metaphors: analogies, not ontologies. Necessary and productive as
they have been, they have their epistemological limitations. Deploying analyses of language, cryptology,
and information theory, the author persuasively argues that, technically speaking, the genetic code is not a
code, DNA is not a language, and the genome is not an information system (objections voiced by experts as
early as the 1950s). Thus her historical reconstruction and analyses also serve as a critique of the new
genomic biopower. Genomic textuality has become a fact of life, a metaphor literalized, she claims, as
human genome projects promise new levels of control over life through the meta-level of information:
control of the word (the DNA sequences) and its editing and rewriting. But the author shows how the
humbling limits of these scriptural metaphors also pose a challenge to the textual and material mastery of
the genomic book of life.

This book enhances our understanding of biological control, integrating historical analysis, theoretical
models and case studies in an ecological framework.
Who Wrote the Book of Life? - Lily E. Kay 2000
This is a detailed history of one of the most important and dramatic episodes in modern science, recounted
from the novel vantage point of the dawn of the information age and its impact on representations of
nature, heredity, and society. Drawing on archives, published sources, and interviews, the author situates
work on the genetic code (1953-70) within the history of life science, the rise of communication
technosciences (cybernetics, information theory, and computers), the intersection of molecular biology with
cryptanalysis and linguistics, and the social history of postwar Europe and the United States. Kay draws out
the historical specificity in the process by which the central biological problem of DNA-based protein
synthesis came to be metaphorically represented as an information code and a writing technologyand
consequently as a book of life. This molecular writing and reading is part of the cultural production of the
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